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Some testimonies from AquaKat clients since 23 November 2017  

                                                      

Luxembourg  

  

Luxembourg City  

After two days, I saw rusty water emerge from the tap and I was very surprised. I remembered 

having seen in the AquaKat manual that this was a positive sign, a sign that the pipes were 

being cleaned. Since then I have had fresher and more pleasant water to drink and much less 

maintenance of my household appliances.  

  

Luxembourg City  

We installed AquaKat and we quickly saw a number of results:  

 ̅      Showers were more pleasant and gave less dry and less irritated skin, 

– There was less smell  

– Our child’s skin was no longer itchy,  

– Like all our staff, we found that the water tasted better  

– In the kitchen there were also differences: there was less limestone on the dishes and 

the cooked food seemed to have more taste.  

– There were no deposits in the clients’ carafes.  

  

Cruchten  

Already from Monday my wife also discovered that the water had become softer and better 

tasting although I had not told her that I had installed AquaKat on Saturday afternoon.  
  

Customer Luxembourg 

We have noticed various improvements in the last 10 days that we have had your device: 

 - more flexible linen, 

- softer skin, 

- shower cabin without limestone stains, 

- the water coming out of the watering can seems less aggressive, 

- until now there has been no increase in rust or scale deposits in pipes, 

- tonight I'll remove the filters from the faucets/watering cans and purge the lines, 

  Best regards and see you soon. 

 

Wintrange 

Good morning, sir,   

In fact, since I use the Evian water that I put in the Aquakat bottle before putting it in the 

baby bottle maker, there hasn't been any deposit yet. 

The water is very pleasant to drink.  
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It will take time for the washing machine and the taps to work, but I'm really very confident 

of the promising results. 

Best regards, 

 

 

 

Belgium 

 

Brussels  

I have had a water softener installed for years. I am very sensitive to taste and I used to only 

buy bottled water because in spite of the softener, the water tasted very bad. Now to my 

great surprise I can drink tap water in the house. It is an astonishing but efficient appliance.  

Namur  

I installed the AquaKat at my bedside table because I had heard that it revitalised the water 

in the body and to my surprise, I sleep like a baby whereas I have had trouble sleeping for 

three months. I shall certainly continue my exploration of this appliance.  

  

France   

  

 

76  

After a few days, I discovered a small leak under the boiler, which in my opinion was a sign 

that the limestone was dissolving. I changed the seal.  

I have noticed that there is considerably less limestone on the dishes and that the water 

quality is better. I also feel that my skin is less dry.  

  

57660 Deborah Geny  

I am a pharmacist and in our new home I have to apply cream because the water from the 

shower irritates my skin. Since we have installed this appliance, I have no more problems. In 

addition, I have noted that there is less limestone on the dishes and that the water in the 

shower is more pleasant.  

 

54630 

I have an AQUAKAT S on trial at a private home and one on tap in our house kitchen. 

Impressive results, better tasting water, no more limescale problems in the coffee machine 

and we no longer buy bottled water since its installation (saving 110€ per year for the 

purchase of bottle packs and no more effort to handle the bottle packs especially for my 

girlfriend when she does the shopping). 

  

92  

The water is softer and my hair is silkier.  
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37  

I suffered from kidney stones and was looking for a way to get rid of this problem. We live 

near the water tower and when they clean it or drain it or whatever, we have had some really 

bad water from time to time.  

I have noticed for example that now when I eat asparagus, my urine no longer smells. It also 

has a clear colour now and it does not smell and I feel much better after meals or after drinking 

a lot of water. The water quality is now much better and this helps me live a better life in 

better health. I also sleep better. A neighbour who comes to visit from time to time also felt 

the difference although she was not aware that we had installed the appliance.  

  

  

37  

The change is spectacular. You can say that we now have spring water on tap, there is much 

less limestone on the dishes and the food is better with more taste. Our skin is also less dry 

after a shower. This is really a brilliant appliance.  

  

37  

My skin is already less dry only four days after having installed the appliance. My daughter 

has always had eczema, and I hope that your appliance will help reduce her symptoms. We’ll 

see. 

 

41 

My wife has told me that she has the impression that the water rinses off her make up better. 

I don’t know if it is because of your appliance, but my impression is that our baby cries less 

since we installed your appliance. 

  

The Netherlands   

 
The Hague  

I was very surprised to discover that as soon as you put a glass of water next to the appliance, 

the water improves considerably. It becomes softer, fresher and more thirst-quenching. Both 

my family and I feel better since we installed the appliance  

I also think that it will protect my other household appliances.   

 

4317 NM Noordgouwe 

Thank you, we are very happy, our water has a neutral taste now. 
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Comment from clients  

  

 
 

 Without AquaKat  With AquaKat  

Maintenance cost of floor heating  Normal  Less  

Electricity cost, subscription, crystals etc.  Yes, with softener  None  

Bottled water  Appr. 1 litre/day/person  None  

Environmental cost of plastic  High  None  

Cost of transport, recycling, plastic bin bags  Usual  None  

Lifetime of washing machine  Usual  Longer  

Lifetime of dish washer  Usual  Longer  

Cost of plumber  Usual  Less frequent  

Water quality  Changeable  High and regular  

Amount of shampoo  Usual  Less  

Skin care  Usual  Less  

Digestion  Usual  Better  

Quality of sleep  Usual  More regular and deeper sleep  

Health  Normal  Increased optimism and dynamism  

Hair  Normal  Silkier  

Linen  Normal  Softer  

Time spent on removing rust stains  Normal  No need  

Taste of food  Normal  Better  

Durability of cooked food  Normal  Longer  

Behaviour of domestic animals  Normal  Happier  

Indoor plants  Normal  More active  

Resale value of your house  Normal  Higher  

Dishes  Normal  Clearer  

Annual costs  To be added up  Approx. € 60/year for a family of five  
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Economic interest 
Example: 
A family of 2 active adults with 2 children, solving its limestone problems with the following 
features: 
- One dish per day with a product costing 0.99 euros for 16 tablets 
- One every two days with a product costing 14.99 45 washes 
- Anti-limestone product bathroom, with a product costing 2.29 euros 750ml 
- White vinegar at 0; 39 litres 
- A maid 4 hours a week at 14 euros per hour 
- 5 litres of water per day to 1.14 euros the pack of 6X1,5l 
- Plastic container for house hold products 

Annual figures in euros   
 With Aquakat Without Aquakat 

Anti-limestone dishwashing 
product 

0 22,58 

Anti-limestone washing 
machine 

0 60,96 

Anti-limestone bathroom 
product 

0 16,03 

White vinegar 0 2,34 
Mineral water  0 231,17 

Product care of the hands. 
Care of the skin 

0 Variable 

Housekeeping time 4 hours a week 10 minutes more per week, 
2.4 euros or 124.8 euros per 

year 
Purchase AquaKat model L 982,8 euros TTC * is 65,46 

annual 
0 

Aquakat maintenance 0 0 
Plumer fees 0 Variable 

Costs of buying again 
household appliances used by 

limestone 

0 Variable 

Home resale value Maximum Weaker 
Total annual 65,46 457,88 

Annual economy 392,42  
Minimum return on 

investment 
39,92%  

Economy over 15 years 5886,3  
Plastic weight in g 0 29964g 

Plastic weight over 15 years 0 449, 460 kilos 
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